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NONCOMPACT SIMPLICES

BY

S. SIMONSO

Abstract. A bounded, but not necessarily closed, (Choquet) simplex in R"

with nonempty interior is the intersection of n +1 half-spaces. There is no bounded

simplex with nonempty interior in an infinite dimensional Hausdorff real linear

topological space.

0. Introduction. We suppose that X is a nonzero real linear space. We use the

symbols /, u, v, w, x, y, z to represent elements of X and a, ß, y, 8, r¡ to denote real

numbers ä0. We say that Si<=X) is a simplex if S is nonempty and convex and

whenever (x + aS) n iy + ßS)j^ 0 then there exist z, y such that (x + aS) n iy+ßS)

= z + yS. The main results of this paper are: a bounded simplex in Rn with nonempty

interior is the intersection ofin+l half-spaces ieach of which can be open or closed)

and there is no bounded simplex with nonempty interior in an infinite dimensional

Hausdorff linear topological space. These results are in §§2 and 3, respectively.

In §1, we discuss a nontopological boundedness condition.

1. The closure of a simplex is sometimes a simplex.

1. Definition. If 0 i^A<=-X and x e X\{0} we write

DiA, x) = sup {a : ax eA — A}.

(£(/4, x) is the "diameter of A in the direction of x".)

2. Lemma. Let X be a linear topological space, S(cJ) be a simplex and z e int S.

Ift,t',u,u'eS are such that t' — t = u' — u=£0 and <f> is a nonzero continuous linear

functional on X such that <f>it) = inf<f>iS), 4>iu) = sup <f>iS) then £(£, /' — r) = oo.

Proof. We suppose 0 < a < \. Since t,ue S and z e int S,

(1) il-a)t + azeS

and

at+il-2a)u+azeS

from which

(2) (l-a)r + aze(l-2a)(t-i/) + 5
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hence there exist w, ß such that

(3) 5 n [(1 -2a)(t-u) + S] = w+ßS.

Now

S = w+ßS c (l-2a)(t-u) + S

hence

infos') ^ <j>(w)+ß infcb(S) ^ <t>(w)+ß supch(S)

= (1 - 2a)cf>(t - u) + sup cj>(S)

from which

iSdiam^(S) ^ (l-2a)[<j>(t)-<f>(u)] + diam<f>(S) = 2a diam ¿(S)-

Since int SV 0, diam <£(S) > 0 and so

(4) ß ^ 2a.

From (1), (2) and (3)

(l-a)t + azew + ßS.

Now cf>(t')~^inf 4>(S) = cf>(t) and so cf>(t'-t) = 0. Similarly <f>(u'-u)¿0. Hence, since

t'-t=u'-u, <f>(t'-t) = cf>(u'-u) = 0 and so cj>(t') = infcf>(S) and cf>(u') = sup c/>(S).

Further, t' — u' = t — u and so, by an argument similar to that above,

(l-a)t' + azew + ßS.

Hence ßD(S, t'-t)^l-a and so, from (4), 2aD(S, t'-t) = l-a. Letting a-^0

gives the required result.

3. Definition. If 0 ^A^-X we say that ^4 is D-bounded if, for all xe A'\{0},

Z>04, x)<oo.

4. Theorem. If X is a linear topological space, S (^ X) is a D-bounded simplex

and int S ̂  0 then S is a simplex.

Proof. It is immediate that int S is a O-bounded simplex. Further S=int S

so we can suppose, without loss of generality, that S is open. Suppose T=(x+aS)

n (y+ßS)^ 0. If T={z) then T=z + 0S and the result follows. So we suppose

that Tbv,Tbw where v + w. This implies that <x>0, ß>0. We shall show that

(5) (x+aS)n(y+ßS)^ 0.

Indeed, if (5) is false then there exists a nonzero continuous linear functional cf>

on X such that

inf^ix + aS) = <f>(v) = supcb(y+ßS).

We suppose, without loss of generality, that ß = a. Then, from Lemma 2 with

v-x v-y ,      w-x ,      1 (I,    ß\     ß \
t = -a"   u = -jr   /=—'   u=ß{[l-i)v+-aw-y}'
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DiS, t ' — t) = oo contradicting our hypothesis that S is D-bounded. Hence (5) is true.

Since 5 is a simplex, there exist z, y such that

(6) ix + aS) O iy+ßS) = z + yS.

It follows by considering gauge functionals that if A, B are convex and open in X

and A n B± 0 then A r\B=In B. Hence from (6),

ix + aS) n iy+ßS) = z + yS.

Thus S is a simplex.

5. Remark. Let X=R2 and S=(0, l)x£. Then £ is a simplex but S is not a

simplex. This example, suggested by D. Randtke, shows that some boundedness

condition on S is essential in Theorem 4. In the next theorem we explore the prop-

erties of £-boundedness.

6. Theorem, (a) Ifi X is a Hausdorff linear topological space, 0 #>4<= X and A

is bounded then A is D-bounded.

(b) If 0 j=-A^Rn and A is convex and D-bounded then A is bounded.

Proof, (a) Let x e A"\{0}, U be a balanced neighborhood of 0 such that U $ x

and F be a neighborhood of 0 such that V— K<= U. If ax e V— V then axe U and

so ot< 1. Hence DiV, x)á 1- But A is absorbed by V hence DiA, x)<oo.

(b) We first translate A to contain 0 and then replace £n by the subspace spanned

by A. We may, therefore, suppose that int A3 z, say. If A is unbounded then,

from the argument used in [2, p. 370], A contains an infinite half-line /. Then

A^=>\iz + l) and so A is not £-bounded.

7. Remark. We give an example of a D-bounded open simplex in C[0, 1]. Let

S = ix : x e C[0, 1], x(r) > 0 for all / e [0, 1], f x < l|.

S is clearly open. S is .D-bounded, for if x e C[0, 1]\{0} and y, y + ax e S then

(7) 0 < y + ax

and

(8) J"0>+ax)^l;

if, for some te[0, 1], x(r)<0 then, from (7), «|x(/)| ^yit) hence £>(£, x)<co;

if, on the other hand, for all / e [0, 1], x(/)^0 then Jx>0 and, from (8),

ajx^l— \y and, again, £(5,x)<co. Finally, £ is a simplex, for if ix+aS)

niy+ßS)¥=0 then

ix+aS) n iy+ßS) = x V .?+[([*+") A (\y+ß)~\x V y]S-

We observe that S is unbounded. We shall see in Theorem 14 that this is, in

fact, forced by the other conditions on S.
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The above example emerged from a conversation with M. Rosenfeld.

2. Simplices in Rn. We suppose throughout this section that X= R". If 5(<= X)

is a bounded simplex then, by using the argument sketched in the proof of Theorem 6

(b), we can suppose that int SV 0 and, to avoid trivial cases, that n> 1.

If A<= X we write conv A for the convex hull of A. If A={xlt..., xk} is a finite

set we write

COnv+ A = <   >   ajXj : a¡ > 0,  ^ at = 1 >.

If .S is as above then, from Theorem 6 (a) and Theorem 4, S is a compact simplex

hence [1, Remarks following Definition 5] and [3, Proposition 9.11, p. 75] there

exists affinely independent v0,..., vn e Xsuch that S=con\ {v0,..., v„}. (We shall

return to this result in Theorem 12.) Since S is convex, S=>conv+ {v0,..., vn}.

8. Lemma. We suppose that X, S, v0,..., vn are as above and, further, that v0 = 0.

Then vu ..., vnform a basis of X. We write $u..., tfinfor the dual basis of X and \U

for ijix+ ■ ■ ■ +ifin. We define the lattice ordering = (with lattice operations V and A)

on X by "x&y" means that "for all i=l,...,n, i/ilx)^t/ily)". We write

w=n~1(vx-\-\-vn)eS.

(a) Ifx+aS^z+8S then z^x and<¡>(z) + 8g</i(x) + a.

(b) lfr)>0, zïïx andtfi(z) + rj<ifi(x) + a then z + r¡w ex + aS.

(c) If (x+aS) n (y+ßS) = Tji 0 then T=xvy+yS, where

y = min{0(x)-^(x v y) + a, </0)-</<* v y)+ß).

(d) IfyeS,z^0, cb(y) = cb(z) = 1 and

{i:l =i = n, cblz) = 0} <= {/ : 1 S i g », h(y) = 0}

then ze S.

(e) IfxeaS andyeßS then xAye yS, where

y = min{t/i(x A y)-ib(x) + a, i/-(x A y)->l>(y) + ß}.

Proofs, (a) follows by taking the images under <pt and </< and the inf and sup,

respectively. In (b) the conditions imply that z—x+rjw e a int S^aS.

(c) Since S is a simplex; there exist z, 8 such that T=z+ 8S. From (a),

(9) z ^ x,       z £ y,       <£(z) + S <, «A(x) + «,       <fi(z) + 8 ^ 4<(y)+ß

and so z = xVy. If we had z+xMy then, for some / such that ljgi^n and for

some -n>0, t/it(xvy) + -n<i>x(z) hence </i(xV y) + r¡<<ji(z). From (9),

fa) è min U(x) +a, cb(y)+ß}

thus, from (b), xvy+i)we(x+uS) n(y+ßS) = T hence x\íy+r¡w~^z. Letting

r¡ -> 0 gives xvy^z, hence z = xVy, as required. Returning to (9) we now see that

OáS^y. If y=0 then clearly y=8. If y>0 then, for any r¡ such that 0<i?<y,
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>bix\/y)+ r]<min {<J>ix) +a, >piy)+ß} and so, as above, xVj+77wez + 8S=xv,y

+ 8S. Hence r¡w e 8S which implies that r¡ S 8. Letting r¡ ->■ y gives that y ^ 8.

Hence y = 8, as required.

(d) If a > 0 is sufficiently small then z—ay ä 0 and z—ay + a int £ <= int S hence

(z—aj+aS) n SV 0. From (c), (z—ay+aS) n 5=(z—ay+aS'), hence z—ay

+ aS^S. In particular, z = z — ay + ay e S.

(e) We have 0 e (-x+a£) n (—y+ßS). The result is immediate from (c).

9. Lemma. We suppose that X, S,vQ,..., vn are as in the discussion preceding

Lemma 8. We write jV = {F : 0 =£c{0,..., tj}} and, ifiF.eJf,

[£] = conv+ {vt : ieF}.

Also we write &'={£ : Fe Jf, [£] n S^ 0}.

(a) S={J{[F]:Fe&}.

(b) GeS?,FeJf and G^ F imply Fe&.

(c) //£, Ge& andFr\G+0 then F n G e JT

Proofs, (a) We first observe that £015=y {[F] :FeJf} hence

5cz(j{[£]:£e^}.

Now we suppose FeF. If £={0,..., 77} then [£] = int S^S. If £g{0,...,«} we

assume, without loss of generality, that £^0 and we translate S so that v0=0.

There exists y, say, such that y e [£] n £. It follows from Lemma 8 (d) that, if

z 6 [£] then z e S, i.e. [£]<=S. Hence 1J {[^] : FeJ^^S.

(b) As in (a) we suppose, without loss of generality, that £^0, v0=0 and

y e [G] n £. From Lemma 8 (d) again, [£]<=S, hence Fe !F.

(c) This time we reduce the problem to the case £ n G a 0 and tvo=0. We write

x=J.{Vi : ieF} and y=J,{vt : ieG}. Then, from (a), xe(«/r(x) + l)5 and

j e i>piy) +1)5. From Lemma 8 (e), xhye (</r(x Ay) +1)5. But

* A J = 2 {yf : ' e -F n G)

hence Fr\Ge&.

10. Theorem. Ifi S is a bounded simplex in Rn and int 5^ 0 ítW 5 is the inter-

section ofin+l half-spaces.

Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 9. If there exists F,Ge!F such that

F' C\G= 0 then, using (b) and (c) of Lemma 9, for each / e {0,..., 77}, {/} =

(£u {/}) n(Gu {/}) hence {/} e J*" and so 3F=Jf. Hence, from Lemma 9 (a),

£=£ which is the intersection of 77 +1 closed half-spaces.

If, on the other hand, for all £, Ce^ Fr\G¿0 then, from (b) and (c) of

Lemma 9 again, ÍF is a filter of subsets of {0,..., 77} and so there exists F0e Jf

such that ^={F :FeJr, F=>F0}. From Lemma 9 (a)

5 = {A0t;0H-h Xnvn : Xt > 0 for all i e £0,

A, ̂  0forall/£{0,...,7i}\£0, A0+.-.+An = 1},
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which is the intersection of m open and n + l—m closed half-spaces, where 777 is the

cardinality of £0.

11. Remarks. We leave to the reader the proof of the converse of Theorem 10,

that any bounded set with nonempty interior that is the intersection of « +1 half-

spaces is a simplex. We observe that there are exactly n + 2 affinely different bounded

simplices with nonempty interior in £n, distinguished by the minimum dimension

of an "open face" (i.e., a set [£] for Fe J^). On the other hand there are just 3

topologically different such simplices. Finally, any such simplex contains exactly 0,

1 or 77 +1 of its vertices.

3. Bounded simplices with nonempty interior. In this section we return to the

general notation of §1.

12. Theorem. If S is a linearly compact isee [2]) simplex in X, x e S, r¡ > 0 and

x — 7/(S—x)c S, then S is the convex hull of a finite affinely independent set containing

at most I + I/7/ points.

Proof. Let C be the cone {(<xy, a) : a 2:0, y e S} in £ x R. From [2], C induces a

lattice ordering on £ = C— C. The map <f>: (x, a) -> a is a positive linear functional

on £, and feL,fi^0 and <f>if) = 0 imply that/=0. If/e£ we write ||/||=#|/|).

|| • || is a norm on £ with respect to which £ is a normed lattice and || • || is additive

on the positive elements of £. Hence the completion, £, of £ is an abstract £-space.

We write g=(l + l/i/)(x, 1). life L,f^0 then there exists a^0,yeS such that

fi=iay, a). Then

<Kf)g-f = «(1 + m(x, 1)-(«J, «)

= (a/7?)(x-7?(j-x),l)>0

by hypothesis, from which g is an order unit for £. From [4, V. 8.6, Corollary 1,

p. 249], £ is finite dimensional and hence, for some 77^ 1, L=L^l\.

We suppose that fi, ...,/„ are the elements of £ that correspond to the basic

unit vectors of l\. For each /= 1,..., 77 there exists»x¡ e S such that /¡ = (x„ 1).

It follows from the linear independence of {f) that {x,} are affinely independent

and from L = lin {fi) that £=conv {x¡}.

There exist ax,..., <xn^0, 2a¡=l such that (x, l) = J.afi. We suppose that

»e{l,...,»} has been chosen so that a¡gl//c. From (10), fi^<f>ifi)g=\\fii\\g=g

= (1 + 1/77) 2«i/f hence, projecting along the vector/;, 1 g(1 +1/17)0,^(1 + 1/77)1//!:.

Thus k ^ 1 +1/17, as required.

13. Remarks. The constant 1 +1/17 above is the best possible in the sense that

if S is the convex hull of 77 +1 affinely independent points and x is the barycenter

of S then x-n~1iS—x)<=S. This observation is due to D. Randtke. Theorem 12

generalizes the results used at the beginning of §2.

14. Theorem. There is no bounded simplex with nonempty interior in an infinite

dimensional Hausdorff linear topological space.
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Proof. If X is a Hausdorff linear topological space and 5 (<= X) is a bounded

simplex with x e int S then, from Theorem 6 (a) and Theorem 4, S is a simplex.

S is linearly compact and, for some 77 >0, satisfies the condition of Theorem 12.

It now follows from Theorem 12 that dim A'<oo.

15. Remark. The above result should be compared with Remark 7.
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